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The  proposal  for  a .Council  Directive 
COM(92)  226  introducing · a  tax  on 
carbon. dioxide· emissions  and  energy, 
1 
which forms  part of the overall  strategy • 
for  stabilizing  carbon  dioxide  emissions 
in  the Community at  1990 levels by  the. 
year 2000, has not yet been adopted. 
The  Economic  and  Social  Cbmmittee · 
gave its opinion on 24 february 1993_.
2 
• 
Nevertheless, .the discussions  within  the 
Council indicate that· it  is  unlikely to be·. 
adopted in the short·term.· 
At  its  meeting  in  Essen  on·  9 and 
·.  10  Decemb~r  the  }!uropeari  Council 
took note "of the Commission's  intentio~ 
of submitting guidelin'es to enable .  every 
Member State to apply a C.Oienergy tax 
on  the basis ofcom~on  par~met.er~"- .. 
· In  .  order  . ·to  comply  with  this  . 
commitment,  the~  Commission  is 
proposing to arnend  its  existiJ1g proposal 
in  ord_er  to  incorporate  elements  of 
.flexibility  which  will  over~ome · the 
Q,bstacles  ~hichhave emerged during the · 
CounciJ discussions.  ·  ·  · 
To  this  end;  . the·  Commission  is 
proposing ·that. th~  impl~me~tation of a 
hannonizeq  ta.X.,  be  preceded  by  a 
transitional · period  d4ring'  which  the 
·  -.  Memb~r  States,  while  ·respecting  a 
. harmonized tax  structure, are free to  set 
·the  ~rue rates  product  by  product.  Jn 
addition,  in  order  to  help  the  Member . 
States to take the measures necessary to 
a~tain_ the· obj~ctives· of reducing  carbon 
dioxide  '  emissions,  the  Commission ·. 
considered it  appropriate to provide that 
the rates set in  its original proposal, and 
revised,  should  be  target  rates  towards 
which  the Member States endeavour to 
maKe  metr  ooruestic  rates  converge  m 
.  the medi:um term.  · 
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.  Since the framework adopted for  t~e tax 
draws directly on the existing provisions 
on the general arrangements for products 
subject to excise duty and on the holding, 
movement  and  monitoring  of  such 
products,  and  on  the  harmonization  of 
the structures of excise duties ori  mineral 
oils,  the Commission  also  considered  it 
preferable to delete the  original  specific 
provisions  and · to  refer  as  ·much  as 
ro~sible to the relevant provisions of the 
excise .duty Pirectives.  · 
This approach does away with the need 
for certain safeguard chiuses such aS  the 
conditionality  · .and  the  temporary 
suspension  of  the  tax  originally 
proposed,  in  so far  as  the choice of the 
rate  of ta~ation  is  left  to . the . Member 
States,  according.  to·  their  needs  and 
possibilities. 
In  addition,  ~he  wish  to  safeguard  the 
competitiveness  of  Community  firms· 
should  encourage  Member  States  who 
wish to apply a tax to use the revenue it 
gen~rates  to  reduce  other  charges, 
parttcularly  those'  on  .  labour,  in 
accordance  with  the  guidelines  of the 
WhitePaper on growth,  co~npetitiveness 
and employnient.  ··  ··  · · · ·  ·  · 
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Amended proposal for a 
COUNCU.. DIRECTIVE 
l!UJlODYCJNG A TAX ON 
CARBON DIOXIDE EMISSIONS AND ENERGY 
Original proposal  Amended  proposal 
THE COUNCU.. OF THE· EUROPEAN  THE COUNCU.. OF THE EUROPEAN  .  .  . 
COMMUNITIES,  UNION, 
Having  regard to the  Treaty estabiishing  Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing 
the European Economic. Community,  and  the  European  Community,·  .and  ··  in 
in particular Articles 99 and 130s thereof,  particular Articles 99 and 130s thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  proposal  from  the  unchanged 
Commission, 
Having  regard  to  the  opinion  of  the  unchanged 
European Parliament, 
Havirig  regard  to  the  opmton  of  the  unchanged 
Economic and Sociai·Committee, 
.  Whereas  the  greenhouse  effect  is  a  unchanged 
problem  that .. should  be  resolved  in  an 
efficient and. coherent manner~  · 
. Whereas the establishment and functioning  · unchanged 
of the  internal  market  necessitat~s  free 
movement  of  goods,  including  those 
subjeet to specific duties; 
Whereas a number of  Member States have  unchanged 
already  introduced,  or  are  planning  to 
introduce,  taxes  on  carbon  .  dioxide 
emissions and the use of  energy~ whereas a 
harmonized approach is  needed to ensure 
the functioning of  the internal  market~ 
• :_:_. 
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Whereas Article I (1) in fine of  Directive  unchanged 
92/12/EEC of  25 February 19921 excludes 
from the arrangements laid  down by that 
·Directive  taxes  establish~  by  the 
Community; 
Whereas  the  Community's  action  unchanged 
programmes for the environment adopted 
in 19732-,  19773 ,19834 ,19875 and  19926 
stress · the  importance  of· r~ucing  and 
preventing.  air  pollution;  whereas  the 
.  1987~92 envii-onment8.I  action programme 
stresses  the  importance  of concentrating 
Comlnurll.ty action on the priority area of 
reducing air pollution at source; 
Whereas,  a~ its meeting in Dublin in June  unchanged 
1990,  the European  Council  pressec;l  for 
the  adoption,  at  the  earliest·  possible 
9pportuni~y, of targets  and  ~rategies for 
limiting ·  emissio~~  of ·  greelihouse  gases; 
where~.  ~~on~  ~iq,Pd~ ~nii~sions M~ the 
major compon.ent.of such gas~s; 
Whereas,  at·. its  meeting  on  29 . October  · unchanged 
1990,  the  ·.  Council  · cortch.ided  ~at 
aggregate -carbOI14ioxide  emi~_siq!ls ~hquld 
be  si$ilisect  at ·  1990  lev~Is  ,by~ Jhe .Year 
2000'.  '.  . . .  ._,  , 
Whet~ the  globaL- .  diine!lSion  of  the 
greenhO\lS~ ·  ~ect  · has  been·  ~~ogrlis~;· 
whereas  '.this .  _ph~m;>meno_n  -~hould. be 
.taclq~'  ai  thJ~f·l~el;' .  . 
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.  ·-..  -·Whereas  the  introduction  of a  carbon 
dioxide/energy tax is an essential  element 
of an  overall  strategy for  improving  the 
efficient use of  energy and bringing about 
changes in the use of forms of energy in 
~vour  of  less-polluting .$0urces; 
Whereas,  in  order  to.  safeguard  this 
comp~veness. of Community  industry, 
the tax arrangements cannot be applied in 
·the Member States until such time as other 
member  countries  of the  OECD  have 
brought  in  a  similar  ·tax . or · measures 
having an equivalent financial impact; 
·Whereas, since the tax is to be established 
at  Community  level,  it  is  necessary  to 
detennine  the  territory  to  which  it  will 
apply· as well as the system of  taxation for 
the products covered, the rules relating to 
the  holding , .  and  movement  • of  such 
products, and the tax rates and exemptions 
or reduced rates at Community level; 
Whereas use of  the existing administrative 
structures and application of  the definition 
of territory  applicable  in  the  case  of 
harmonised  excise  duties  will  ease  the 
burden  on the administrations  and  firms 
without. giving rise  to any  disto~ons of 
· competition; 
Whereas the tax must be levied on fossil 
energy sources, as regards its objective of 
limiting carbon dioxide. emissions. and on 
all forms of  energy ~  regards its qbjective 
. of  p~mo~  effi#ent use of  energy; · 




Whereas,  since the system of tax is to be 
established  at  Community  leve~  ·  it  is 
·necessary  to  detennine  the  territory  to 
which  it  will  apply  as  well  as  the rules 
·relating to the holding  and· movement ·of 
taxable  products,  and  the  methods  of 
calculating ·the  rates  and  the  framework 





.  .  .  . .  ,  ~·  - . ·.''' 
whereas  use  of energy ·sources· as  f~ 
stocks  should  be  exc~uded; · whereas, 
however,.as regards the·w.cation o(enetgy 
.as  Sl,J.ch, · steps  should· be  tak~ to·  avoid 
distoitiollS  between  varioQs  energy 
sources  ansing . in  connection  with  the 
extraCtion  process;  whereas  the 
arrangements  should  provide  ·for 
- appropriate treatment ofelectriciti 
Whereas,  iri  0rder to promote the use of  unchanged 
alternative  sources  of energy,  renewable 
should be excluded from· the scope. of the 
..  tax; 
Whereas,  in ·  order to .  achieve ·  these  two  unchanged 
objectives, the tax should be. based on the 
energy content 8;11d  on the -level of carbon 
dioxide emissions from the products used; 
'  .  . 
Whereas, .  in  order to ensure· that the ~  um:}tanged 
yield · accrues  to. the  Member  States 
~thout impending· the free  movement of 
the . products  subject  to  the  tax  and  · 
.  without .  giving  rise· to any  distortions of 
· competition,  hannonised  monitoring 
arrang~ents  must be introduced; whereas 
· such  arrangements  exist  for  products 
. already subject to excise duty; whereas tPe 
Commission should adopt the appropriate 
measures  for  monitoring  · the  other 
. products  while  ensuring,  however, . that. 
such  monit.oring  does  n0t  irnp~e #leir 
free movement;...  . .  . 
Whereas,  in  order  to · allow  economic  deleted 
operators to a4apt m  a flexible manner ~0 
the new conditions created by the tax,. the 
rates-must be fixed  ~t a tolera,b.le  leV~l. at 
. the.  out~ and  lllised  ~i.uill,y . t9  .the 
· desired level' .  · 
'  .  " ... ~  -...  ' ..  ·  ._· .. 
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. ·.  ~·-·:·_  . .  ' Whereas, subject to Certain 6mits and  deleted. 
conditi9~  the Member States should, in 
exceptional circuQlstances, .~for  ' 
. temp()rary derogations; 
Whereas harmonisation of  the rates of  tax 
remains a key objective: 
·Whereas the attainment of  this obiective in 
the  short  term  nevertheless  . creates 
implementation.  problems  for  some 
Member States: 
Whereas.  ·in  order  to  encourage  the 
introduction  of a  hannonisect  tax  in  the 
Community. it is necessm:y to set common 
parameters which  are flexible  enough to 
enable each Member State that so wishes 
·to apply the tax. in accordance  with the 
conclusions  of  the  European  Council 
meeting in Essen 'on 9 and 10 December 
1994; 
Whereas. therefore. on 1 Janumy  1996. a 
clearly defined transitional period must be 
introduced  during  which  transitional 
provisions  designed  to make it  easier to 
move to a  system of hannonised rates of 
tax will be implemented: 
Whereas.  during  this  transitional  period 
the Member States must be left a  degree 
of flexibility  in  dertennining the rates of 
tax: 
Whereas.  however.  the rates applied  per 
product  should  be  coherent  with  the 
different content of  carbon and energy for 
the whole of  the products to be taxed. in 
accordance ·  with  the  Community 
objectives for the improvements of  energy 
efficiency  and  the ·reduction  of carbon 
dioxide emissions: 
Whereas. with a view to making it easier 
to move to a· system of  hannonised rates. 
it is necessmy to set target rates to be used 
as reference values for the Member States 
during the transitional period and towards 
which  they  endeayour  to  make  their 
domestic rates converge: 
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Whereas  the  transitional  ammgements 
·must be rmlaced. on 1 Januazy 2000 by a 
hannoniseci  sYstem  of taxation.  which  is 
the oJ:Mectiv~-to·  b~ attained in the: medium. 
tenn: 
.  Whereas to this end. the Commissi~n  will . 
. _by  1 Januazy 1999. present to the Councii 
and  to  Parliament  a  rq>ort ·  on  the 
operation of  the transitional arrangements 
accompanied by proposals on moving to a 
hannoniSed System of  taXation. 
.'··  ....  ·; 
and  whereaS  the  ·  Council  will  act 
unanimously before _1  Januazy 2000. after 
consulting  the  European· Parliament.  on 
_the  practical  details  of the  harmonised 
system  of taxation and· on .  its  entzy  into 
force:  • · · - ·  ·  - ·  ·  ·  ·- · 
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Whereas,  in . order  to  safeguard  · the  Whereas,  in  order  to . safeguard  the · 
competitiveness  of  Co~unity.  it  . is  competitiveness  of the  itJdustry  of_  the 
appropriate  to  . ~  -conditional  Member States. it is appropriate to  grant 
exemptions frorr.., or reductions in , the tax  conditional  exemptions .  from,  or 
of energy-intensive fums in so far as their  . reductions in,  the tax to energy-intensive 
competitors  in  third  countries  are  .not  .  firms in so far as their Competitors. in other · 
encumbered with a similar tax or financial  Member States or third countries are not 
burden;  whereas  .~ch  exemptions  _and  encumbered with a similar tax or financial 
reductions must be authOrised  subject to  burden;·  whereas  such  exemptions  and  .. 
the ·conditions  laid  down. by Community·  reductions  must be authorised  subject to 
law  and · in  compliance  with  ·  the  the  conditions  laid ·down  by  Community 
Community's international commitments;,  law  and  in  compliance  with  the 
Community's international commitments; 
Whereas· provision should be made in this  unchanged 
connection for a system of tax incentives 
for investment in energy saving or carbon 
dioxide abatement; whereas the conditions 
· for such incentives must be fixed unifomily 
in order to ensure that they do not display 
the characteristics of aid  likely  to distort 
the conditions of  competition; · 
Whereas a committee nee<fs to be set up in  .Whereas  assistance  is  needed  .from  the 
order to ensure that the provisions· of  this · Committee  on  Excise  Duties  established . 
Directive  are  applied  in  a  coordinated  by·  Directive 92/12/EEC  of 
manner;.:  25 Febnwy 1992 7_in order .to ensure that 
the provisions of  this Directive are applied. 
iil a coordinated manner; . 
7) . Oho  L 76, 23.3.1992. Directive last amended  .. 
by Directive 94n4/EC (OJ No L 365, 
31.12.1994)  . 
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Whereas it is essential that introduction of  Whereas  it  iS  essential,  that  the· 
the . new  tax .  should  not  result  in  an  introduction of the  new  harmonised  tax 
increase in the overall tax burden; whereas  complies with the guidelines laid down in 
compliance  with  the  principle  of  tax  the Commission White Paper on growth. 
·neutrality . will  help  to  modernise  .  tax  colnpetitiyeness and employment; whereas 
systems  by.  encouraging  behaviour  for this pumose the application of  the tax . 
conducive  to  greater  protection  of the  .  mUst not be refleCted in an increase in the 
environment;· wheieas tax .  neutrality  will  overall tax burden: 
cushion the effects on inflation and groWth. 
of.  mtroducing .·  the  tax;  .  whereas  Whereas compliance with the principle of 
compliance  with·  the  princip~e  of  tax  tax neutralit;y will  help .  to modernise. tax 
neutralit;y  will  help  to  mQdemise  tax  systems  by  encouraging  behaviour 
systems  · by  · -encouraging  behaviour  conducive  to·  greater .  protection  of the 
conducive  tO . greater  protectiOJ1  of the  environment;  \  '-
environment; 
Whereas,  however, .  determination  of the  unchan~ed 
arrange~ents for ~nsuring tax n.eutrality is 
a matter for each Member State,  ·  · 
-~  ~  :· ' 
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('-_' TITLE I-GENERAL PROVISIONS  unchanged 
Article 1  Article 1 
1.  The  purpose. of this  Directive  is  to  1  The  Member  States  shall  apply  a 
provide  for  the  harmonised  hannonised tax on the products specified 
introduction in the Member States of  a  in Article 3  and  to be levied  on  carbon 
specific tax on the products specified  dioxide emissions and  energy content,  in 
in Article J·and to be levied on carbon  accordance  with  the ·provisions  of this 
dioxide emissions and energy content.  Directive. 
· The rate of  the tax shall be in addition 
to the rates applied  by  the  Member 
States to the products  conCerned  by 
the  Council  Directives  ·on  the 
harmonisation  of the  structures  of 
excise duties on mineral  oils&  and on 
the  approximation  of the  rates  of 
·excise 4i.Jties on mineral oiJs9 . , 
2.  Member States shall take the measures  unchanged 
necesS8J}' to ·collect for themselves the 
tax referred tO  in paragraph 1 and to. 
monitor its application~ · 
Application  of the  tax  arrangements  deleted 
provided  for in paragraph  1  sball  be 
conditional  on  the  introduction  by 
other member countri~ of  the OECD 
of  a similar tax or of  measures having a 
financial  impact  equivalent . to  those 
provided  for  in  this ~.  The 
Council,  acting  by  qualified  mljority 
on a  proposal fonn the  CoiDD1iSsion, 
shall  fix  the  date  on which  the  tax 
arrangements are to take effect. 
8 OINo. L ••..•••.••.•. ,1992 
9 01 No. L.,  .......  ~ ...  _,1992 
9 ")  ..  · 
'  . 
10· 
Article 2  Article 2 · 
1.  This  Directiv'e  s.hall  apply  in  the  This Directive shall  apply in the territory. 
territory of  the Community as defined,  of the Community  within  the  limits ·laid 
for each Member State, by the Treaty  down by Article 2 of  Directive 92/12/EEC 
establishing  the · European  Ecpnomic  ·on the general arrangements for products 
Community;  and  in  particular  Article  subject to excise duty and on the holding. 
227· !Jlereo( except·for the following  movement  and  __ monitorin~  ·Of.·  SUCh 
rtatioDal territories :  ·  ·  . prodUCts{])' 
in the case of  the Federal-Itepublic of  deleted 
Germany; ~~  Island of  Heligoland an{j 
.the t~rritory ofBusingen;  ··· 
in  the  case  of the  Italian  Republic  deleted 
Livigno, . Campione  d'ItaJia  and  th~ 
Italian waters ofLake Lugano; 
- in the case of  t~e Kingdoffi: of §pain:  deleted  .. 
Cueta and Melilla. ·  · 
2.  By way of  derogation from  paragraph  deleted 
1,  this Directive shall  not apply to the 
. Canary Islands, Madeira or the Azores. 
However, the Kingdom of Spain  and 
·  ·  the  Portuguese  Republic  may  give 
notice, by means of a  declaration,  tha~ 
this  · Directive  applies  ·..  to  . those · 
territories. in respect of all  or some of .. 
the products specified  in  Article 3  as 
frqm the first day of  the sec<>nd month 
.  followmg deposit of  that declaration. 
3.  By way of derogati.on from paragraph  deleted 
1, this Directive shall not apply to the 
.  overseas  departments .  of the · French 
Republic.  Ilowever,  .the .  French 
Republic may give noti~, by means of 
a  •  declaration,  ·  that  this  ··Directive 
applies to. those territories,  subject to 
. measures  to  8dapt  .  their  extreme 
· - remoteness~ from the first day of the 
.  seconci lllonth follow.i,ng  depos~t of  the 
· declanltiori.  ·  ·  · ·  · ·  · 
.. 
·•· 11 
4.  ~he provisions.· of this Directive shall  deleted 
not prevent  Greece from  maintaining 
the  specific. status granted to Mount 
Athos · and gwiranteed by  Article· 105 
of  the Greek Constitution 
5.  If  the CommissiOn considers that the  deleted 
exclusions provided for· in paragraph I  . 
to 3 are no long~justified, particularly· 
in  terms· of fair  competition, ·it  shall  . 
present  appropriate:  proposals  to;  the  · 
Council. 
Article 3  : Article 3 
1.  The  tax  referred:  to1  in·  Article·  l  ( 1)  unchanged 
shall  be  levied  on  the  products 
specified below and intended· for use as 
heating fuels or as. motor fuels: 
a.  .  coal, lignite, peat and their deriv~tives  a  )coal,  lignite,  peat and  their  derivatives· 
(coke,  gas,  tar~  etc~),.  with  the  (coke, gas, et<:) with the exception of  blast 
exception of blast-furnace  gas~ falling  furnace gas. falling within CN codes 2701 
within CN codes 2701 to 2706;  ·  to 2705. 
·b.  natural  gas  falling;  within  CN  codes.  :  unchanged~ 
2711 21  00 to 2'71129 00~. 
c.  mineral  oils;  the  following  shall  be  .. (c) mineral  oils as defined  in Article 2(1) 
considered as such for· the. purposes of  of  Directive 92/81/EEC  on  the 
this Article :  , hannonisation·. of the structures of excise 
· dUties on mineral: oils(lO) 
•  (dj  ethyl and methyl alcohol falling within  · 
· CN codes. 2207" and 2905· where obtained 
···by distillation from  products specified  at 
; (a}to·(c}. 
10>  O:J·  No.  1:..  316,  31 .• 10.1992',  Directive· tast 
amended: .bY  Di•recti.ve:  94.174/EC  (OJ  No.  L  365, 
3l.  1:2. 1994) -~:  -.  ; ....... 
.  •, '>  ' 
~- ._  ~  .. ,_.  ,' 
'--f' 
products falling Within CN codes 2707  deleted 
I 0, 2707 20, 2707 30, 2707 50, 2707 
91 00 ~d  2707 99 (with the ~elusion  · 
of  CN codes' 2707 99 30; 2707 99 50 
_and 2707 99 70); - · 
products falling within CN code 2709; 
products falling wit~  CN code 2710; 
-'  liquefied petroleum gases &lUng within 




products fallilig within CN CQdes 2712  deteted 
20 00, 2712 90 31, 2712_90 33~ 2712 
· ·  90 39 and ~712  90 90;  ·.  · 
products falling wi~  CN codes 2712  deleted 
10  and  2713,  with  the  exception  of 
resinous  products,  sued ·  bleaching 
· earth, acid_ residues alld basic residues; 
- • products falling within CN code 2715;  deleted 
. products falling  with  CN code  2901  deleted 
and  CN codes. 2902 II 00,  29<?2  19 
90, 2902  20,  2902 30,  "2902  41  00, 
2901 42 00,-7902 43 00 and 2992.4:4; 
1  - products taning ~CN  codes 3403  deleted·  . 
ll 00 and 340319; 
prod~cts  falling within CN  code;3811;  deleted 
-: .  prociucts~&um$'withm  C!"f (!Ode ~817.  CJel#ed ,  . 
'::.";  .  .  --~.  .  .. ;  ·'>··_··:  . 
,·.  ; .... 
·  .. -_  ..  .  ''« 
':_  .;  ' 
.· .. - ... ·  . 
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. .·';·. 2.  The  tax referred  to  in  Article  1 (1)  unchanged 
shall also be levied on : 
a.  ethyl and.methyl alcohol falling within  (a) any other product intended·for use as 
CN  codes  2207  and  2905  where  motor fuel or as an additive or extended in 
13 
.  ~'• · _  ,:~  ·obtained by  distillation  from  products  motor fuelS,  with the  exception.of  tho~e · 
··  ·  '~"  specified ·ill. paragraph  1 tlJ1d  intended  specified in paragraph 3;  •  , 
for. use as heating  fuels  or as  motor 
- fuels.  The tax shall  also  be levied  on.  " · 
any  other  product  intended  for  use; 
offered for sale or used as motOr fuel  · · 
or as an additive or extended in motor 
fuels,  with  the  exception  of those·  . 
specified in paragraph 3 below;. 
b.  electricity  f8Uing  within  CN  code  -unchanged 
2716, and heat, generated: 
in  hydroelectric  installations  With  a  unchanged· 
capacity of  over 10 MW; 
.;,  or using  products  falling .within· CN  unchanged 
codes  2612~ 2844 10 to 2844 so and 
2845 10. 
.  3.  The  tax referred  to  in  Article  1 (1)  unc~ed 
·  shall not be levied on : 
.  ~  fuel  wood and  wood· charcoal,•falling · . unchanged 
within CN codes 4401 and ~  and,  :. 
products resulting from the distillation 
or proc:essiiJg of  wood;  · 
/  .· 
'-·  . 
I. 
I  .. 
' ..  ··-...  · 
·,  ,.  .  .... 
,"'  ..  ·  "·:  ·:.··· 
any  product  of  agricultural  or 
·vegetable  origin .  obtained ·directly  or 
after  chemical  modification,  and·. in 
particular  alcohol's  falling  within  CN 
'codes  2207  and  2905  and  crude  or 
esterified vegetable  oils  falling  within  . 
· CN.codes 1507 to 1518. 
14 
uncruiliged.  . . 
-fonns of  energy of  solar. wind .tidal and 
geothenna1  Origin.  ··or · . from · biomass 
·  iransfurination.  ·  ·  ·· 
4.  Products specified in paragraphs 1 and  tinchanged.  •· 
2  . and .  . used ·.··  in  metallurgical  or 
electrolytic processes. shall be regarded 
as being irttendedfor use. as  heating 
fuels:  ·  ··  ·  ··  · 
'TITLE U  - CHARGEABLE  EVENT  unchanged 
AND CHARGEABriirY  .  '·  ·. 
· Article 4 ··  Article 4  · 
,. 
1. ·  The chargeable event for the tax shall  un.changed 
be the extraction or manufacture of  the 
products specified in Art~cle 3 on the 
territory of  the Conununity, as d~¢· 
in J\rticle 2, oi. their impo~on  i,nto 
that territory.  ·  ·  · 
2. · ,  Member States shall not be obliged to  •mchariged.  · 
treat  as  "extraction. or; manufactUre: . 
prodt1ets";  · ·  ·  ·  · ·  " 
a.  _  operations .·  during  · which  lll1l8l1 
quantities  of  ptod~cts  speciji~. in 
Article 3· (I) and (2) (._)  aie ~· 
Jnc!d~y;·,  ···  :.  .  . 
- '  .  .  . 
.  .  ·./: 
.  ·'  ;·,.·-
.  - ·.- .. 
unc~-. 
.  ·' 
.  )•. : 
·:  .. :.·: 
.  ~.  .  i.'  .·  ' 
.·  .. ·.·';;_··:.: 
.'.:' ......  · b.  the operation consisting ofmiiiing in a  unchanged 
•  warehOuse  products  sr.OOilied .  in 
Article  3  (1)  and  (2)  (a)/with  other 
products or subStances 8pt'cified in that 
· ·  ·  same Article provided that : · 
- the taX referred to ~  Article 1 (1) and 
chargeable on the basic substances has 
been paid  previo-qsly,  in  cases .  where 
·  the mixture  obtaiited  is .  intended  for 
u~  .as· heating fuel or as motor fuel; 
unchanged 
· - the amount paid  is· not  less than  the  unchanged 
'.  ..  \, 
.  -·~ 
•  1  '  ~~-
.  .. - ..  _,:•  t 
· amount ofthe tax referred to in Article 
1 (1) that would be chargeable on the 
mixture  intended  for  use  as  heating 
. fuel or as motor fuel  ·  · 
.. 
3  The consumption of  products specified.  unchanged 
in  Article  3  on· ·the  site  of  an 
establishment:· in which these products 
.  or soine of  them are obtained shall not 
· be considered as a chargeable ev.ent for 
the  tax  referred  to in  Article  I  (1), 
except where such consumption is for\ 
..  pUrposes ...  not  related  to  that 
~~· 
;··. 
.  ~  ,· 
• . 
.... 
..  ~ ·' 
...  ·., 
·  ...  ,' 
~...  . 
IS 
•  '>; 
..  · ... ...  ' 
· .. · 
.,  _ .... 
ArtideS· 
1.  .The .  tax  referred  to  in  Article  1 (1)  unchanged 
shall becOme chargeable at the time of  · 
.  release .  ~or  .. \  C()~piiori.  ·_ · or  Wl,teri  .  .. 
shortages are r~rded... •  .  .  . '  ·.  .·, '-..  ',' 
Release  for .  C()nsumption. C)f pr()duct8  undlq~ 
subj~  to~  ·t&x 01em:w. :  .. •  ..  · ·  ·  · 
a.  any  · departu~  · . including  ~  unch&NJecl 
depart.ure,.  from .  a ·  ·  ... ,  ~spension 
.  arrailgem~t; 
b.  any··  _extraction  or  manu&cture,  unchanged 
including  irregular  .  extraction  I  Of 
manufilcture, of  those products outSide 
a susp~nsion  airangement;  . · 
c.  any  importation,  including·  irregular 
importation, ·of those products ·where 
they  have .  not ·  ~ee1;1 .  pia~ ~er a 
'su'spensioi1 arrangement .  ' . 
unchanged 
2. · The chargeability  conditjons  and  rate  unchanged · 
of the tax referred .to  in ·Article  1  (1) 
shall. be those in. force on· the· date on 
which the tax becomes  cltargeable  in 
the Member  State  where  release for 
con8um¢on takes place or, shpitages 
'aie recorded .. ·  .  . 
The  tax  .  shall  be  levied  'and  collected 
. according to the procedure laid down by 
· each· Member  State,  it  bemg understoOd  . 
-•  ~  ·Member States shall  apply the same 
procedurei for. levying· and ·  C()~¢ctioq to 
IUltio~  prpdu~  m,d to tb:ose~  ftpni O,tJi«,  . 
. .  .  ::.  -~---·_._.enmer_:_,_._._·_.·_,.'_·~-~~·: .... :  ...  ·  ... ·  ~<·  .  :  ·-···.  - ;":,···  ..  -- ._  ....  _>-~-r::,(=·<<:~·~·.··.:_·. ;  .. 
-:~.:~..  ...  -···  ~-~-·  .  ...  -~.  ·,_·.-
,'_.'_ :·' \'·\,'·.:''  -..:--~·.  ;~'..:: '.;. :--' ,:  >·_,.-.;:-_-<.:~>\.1~. ;~:··::;·.:I  "'•  .···.·.·.··  •..  ·_  ..  ~:.'.'.~~-~.·.,{  ...  ~  ..  ;~-~~•'.:~~~-~-~-.:_  ..  ·.·.·.:  ..  ·.:_.,·~  ....  .  . .  ,_  .. :  ··.:r_~;::z·.· ......... :  .· _;, ..  :~.~.-::·::::\~\·;~. -;:,:·  . 
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; __ -··· 
:··.·· 
\  : 
-:;. 
·.·  .. 
'·,  '•',:  ... 
· ..  ·. 
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TITLE m - PERSONS LIABLE FOR  TITLE m  HOLDING  AND 
PAYMENT  OF  THE  TAX  :  MOVEMENTOFPRODUCfS 
HOLDING  AND  MOVEMENT  OF 
PRODUCTS 
Article 6 
The tax referred to in Article 1 (1) sball be 
payable  by  persons  who  cany  out. a 
taxable transaction within the meaning of 
Article 5. 
. Article 7 
l.  The  production,  holding;movement 
and  monitoring  of  the  products 
specified  in  Article 3  (I) and  (2) (a) 
shall be determined in accordance with 
the  pro~sions  of Council  Directive 
92/12/EEC  of 25  February  1992  on 
the general arrangements for products 
subject  to  excise  duty  and  on  the 
holding,  movement and monitoring of 
such prOducts(!).  · 
2.  In the ·case of electricity talling within 
~  code  2716  and  genenrted  using 
products or· in installations specified in 
Article 3, the Commission shall, where 
necessary,  determine  the  appropriate 
measures  relating  to  trade  between 
Member  States  and  _  with  third 
countries  in  accordan~  with  the 
procedure provided for in Article 13; 
3.  a)  Invoices  issued  by  electricity-
generating enterprises Shall indicate the 
amount of  tax per kWih supplied and 
the total amount of  tax payable on the 
inputS used for the electricity supplies 
invoiced;  · 
'deleted 
becomes Article 6 
l. .  The  production, ·holding,  movement 
and monitoring of the products  specified 
in  Article 3(1)  shall  be  determined  in 
accordance with the provisions of  Council 
Directive 92/12/EEC of 25 February 1992 
on the general·arrangements for products 
subject to excise duty and on the holding, 
movement  and  monitoring  of  such 
products.
1 
2.  In the case of electricity falling  with 
~  code  2716  and  generated  using 
products  or in  installations  specified  in 
Article 3,  the.  Commission  shall,  where 
necessary,  determine  the  appropriate 
measures  relating  to  trade  between. 
Member States and with third countries in 
accordance  with  the  procedure  provided 
for in Article 10. 
deleted ·~ .. :·.>, 
these amounts of  tax shall be indicated on  . 
~vo•ces -i·~·  (ly  ·eicmj~-distributing · 
enterpri&e$~  C·  ··  •  •  •  ;:.:  ·  .. : 
· b)The  amounts  of  tax  shoWn;  on.  deleted  · 
invoices shall (le ihe SliDe per kW  lh for 
all  the  .  customers  of  d~ci~- od  ' -~  .  .  .  .  electri  .  :.cfistri  . . 
. ~~o~agiVen~Od;:~ 
4.  Invoices 'issued  in. respect of supplies  deleted 
of  the primary energy SOU1'CeS specified 
in  Article  3  (I) · .and .  (2)  (a)  shill 
indicate the. un.it rate of  the ~  applied 
. and ·  th~  ·  amOuitt  . payable;  such 
information  shall, ·where, appr()priate, 
be giVen on a prorata b~s  o~ i1tv9ices 
issued  ..  in  '-respect  of  sU~sequent 
supplies.·.  ·  ·  ·  ·· 
1T'ILE. IV·~ DETERMINATION  OF  ~changed  rim  TAX BASE  ..  ,•  .  .. .  . . 
'.  ·.;  ' 
' ... 
'  .  .  .  ,. 
ArticleS  bec6mes Article 7 · 
. ' 
The tax base shall be :  liJl~hang~ 
for ·the energy. component of  the tax:·  unclwiged 
the  energy  content· of the  prQducts 
specified  in  ArtiCle  3  (I)  an,d  (2). 
However,.  electricity  a8 ·  specifi~  in 
Article  3 (2)  {(l
0  and  that generated 
· using  the products  referred· to  ~ve 
shall  be  taxed  on  the  basis  of the 
· electricity. generated,. the said .·pr()ducts· 
used being exempt front the taxi ' 
- for  the 'carbon .  dioxide  ooinponent  of 
the tax : the volume of  CIU'b9n  ~oxide 
eqlitted on coiJlbustion in. the· Presence 
Qf · ~s  oxygen  .  Qf  ~e, ·products 
spet?.ifi~ in )dUcle ~  ,(Q ~~·(2)  (a). ' 
·.  :·  - .. · 
···.' .. 
unchanged 
.  _., .. 
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·.,  ..  · TITLE V-RATES 
Article 9 
1.  The  rates  of the  tax  referred  to  in 
Article  1  (1)  shaH  be determined  as 
fullows:  ·  · 
a.) for the products specified in Article 3 
(1) (a)  and (b) and (2)  (a)~ with the 




becomes Artide 8 
1.  During a transitional period ending on 
31 December 1999. and without prejudice . 
to the provisions of  Article 9. the Member 
States shall  set a  single  rate of tax per 
product.  . 
Member · States  should  determine  the 
structure of their rate in. conformity with 
the objectives set out in Article 2  of the 
Council  Decision  93/389/EEC(ll)  in 
order to contn'bute to the stabilisation and 
limitation  of  C02  em:Jsstons  by 
encouraging  energy  efficiency  and  by 
taking into account the content of  carbon 
· in the products taxed. 
For the awlication of  this  provision.  the 
tenn  product  shaU  also  apply  to  the 
by-products  covered  by  the  CN  codes 
mecified in  Article 3. 
deleted 
ECU 2.81 per tonne of  carbon dioxide  deleted 
· emitted on combustion in the presence 
· of  excess oxygen, and 
- ECU  0.21  per  gigajoule  of energy : deleted 
content.  However,  electricity  as · 
specified in Article 3 (2) (b) and that 
generated using the· products specified 
in Article  3  (I) and  (2) (a) shall be 
·taxed  at  the  rate  of ECU  2.1  per 
MWih,  with  the  exception  of 
electricity  Sener"ated  by  the 
hydroelectric installations specified in 
11)  OJ  No.  ·l  1.67,  9w7.1993;  p.32 · . the. fust  indent  of · Article  3  (2) 
·  (b),whi~h shall pe taxed at the.rate of 
.ECU0:76 perf\4W/h. 
·'  ' 
In the interests of simplifying application  deleted 
·  cif  the  ~  and  effective  monitoring, 
Member States inay,  in the case of coal, 
lignite,  peat  and  .  natural  gas,  apply ·a 
.  simplifie(f. taX  sehedule  based  on  bands 
each·  equivalelrt  to  5%  of  th~ . carbon 
content convertible irito carbon dioxide on 
combustion  in  .  the .. presence  of . excess 
oxygen  and  to  L5  gigajoule  of energy 
content of  the cru<f~ products per tonne of 
solid fossil  energy  sc:mrces  or  liquefied ' 
- petroleum  gas  or per  l.OOO  m3  of non-
liql,lefie9 gas;  · 
b). 'for min~ral otls : 
leaded or unleaded petJ:"ol falling within  deleted . 
C~(codes 2707 and 2710 : ECl1  l3,46 
per 10001;·  ·  -··  ·  .:  . ·  ·· 
diesel · and  gas · oil  as  defined.  .in  deleted 
- :additional note 1 (f) ofCN" Cltapter 2,7:  - --
_- Ecu i5.42 perlOOO I;  .,  _. 
· kerosene and ·aviation fuel as defined in  deleted 
addit~onal  note 1 (d) of  CN Chapter 
27: :J;cu  i4.40per 10001;  · 
heavy. fuel as defined in  addition~ note  deleted . 
:  l·(g} ofGN  Ohaptt~r27: -Ecu 17;21 per 
LOOO leg;,>- .  .  . .  .  ...  -·  .... 
petroleum coke, etc. falling within CN  deleted 
oodes 271311 oo to 2713 90 9o :  .ECu 
··- _  t5.36 per iooo kg;  ·  ,  · · · · · 
- liquefied petroleum gases falliJ)g within  del~ed  .·_ 
CN codes 27U 12 ll  to 27ll19_.oo: 
·Ecu 0}9 per:gigajoule; ·  _ . _ 
.  ;.· ..  ·.  _,  . 
•  ,·1·  ·••·• 
20 
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c.  Member States may. apply a. higher rate  delet~ 
·  than that provided for at (a) and (b). 
• 
2.  The rate. of  tbe tax shall be calculated 
,in  ECU.  half reiating  to the content 'of · 
.carbon  dioxide emitted on eombustion.'in 
the  presence  of excess  cmrgen  and  half  . 
.  relating  to · its ·co'ntent .  per gigajoule  of 
.energy  ya]ue~  with  reference  to  'the 
.relationship  expressed by the target rates 
.mentioned in i?aragrjph 3a) bereunder. 
However,  electricity  ·  as  specified  in 
Article.3(2)(b). and  that generated  using 
the products specified in Article 3(1) and 
(2){a) shall be taxed at rates expressed in 
.ECU,per MWh- .  ·  · · 
In the interests of simplifYing applieation · 
of  the  tax.  and  · effective  monitoring, . 
Memb~  States may: 
- in the  case .  of coal;  lignite7  'peat . and  . 
natural gas apply a. simplified tax schedule 
based  on  bands  of carbon  coi:ttent  and 
energy content; 
- in. the case of mineral  oils.  aPJ?ly  rates 
· expressed  in  ECU  per  I 000  1 with the . 
exception  of  hea'Y  ·  fuel.  liquefied 
petroleum  gases  aild  methane  for which 
the rates: shall  be· expressed  in ECU per 
I 000 kg. or as a proportion of  guanthtes. · 
-3.  Wrth  a view to the anplication  of a  . 
hannonised tax  at  the end of the period 
specified  in  paragra,pn ·1.  the  Member 
States shall endeavour to· triake their rates 
·  conver~e towards target rates which  shall  · · 
be set as follows:  · 
(a} ·ror products other than those specified 
~  -
- ECU 9.37  per tomte of camon dioxide 
emitted :on combustion in ·the presence of 
excess oxvgen · 
an~  . 
ECU 0. 70 per eigruoule of  energy content. 
However.  for  electricity  as  §pecified  in 
Article 3{2)Cbl  and  that  generated  using 
the pi"oducts  SRecified m  Article 3(1) ansi . 
(2)(a). the toet  ntte· shaU  be ECU 7 per · 
MWh,;·  with  the  exception  of elecn;cit;y 
generated by the hydroelectric installations 
specified ·m· Article 3(2)lb).  for  which  a: 
·mmet rate ofECU  2.53 per MWh ·shall be 




..  :, 
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(b) fon:ltinerat oils: 
~ leacied  or unleaded petrol falling  within 
GN 9Qdes 2707 and 2710: ECp-44.87 per 
I OOQ I;  .: · -.  , · -.  - .  .  . . . . 
- diesel and gas oil as defined in additional · 
· npte l(f)  of  Combitled.  NomenclatUre 
C~  27: ECU 51.40 per 1 000.1; 
.  .  . 
- kerosene and aviation fuel as defined in--
additiorial  note 1.( d)  of  Combined .. 
Nome11clature  Chapter 27: · EC1J 48  per 
1 0001; . 
·- heavy fuel  as defined in  additional ·note 
l(g)  of  Combined  Nomencl~ture 
Chapter 27: ECU 5'r37 per I ooo kglma8s; 
.  -
- petroleum . ooke  etc.  falling  within 
Combined  Nomenclature  codes . 
271311 00 to 2713 90 .90: ECU  51.20 per 
1 000 kg/mass; ·  · 
- lique~ed petroleum gases. falling  wi~hin 
CN  cod~s  2711  1211  to  2711  19~00: 
ECU 1.30 per gigajoule_. 
2.  The value in  nation8.1  currency of the  becomes~ 
.  Ecu to be ·  talcen ·into ·  c<>nsi<lerati()n ·in  ·unchanged 
· applymg  this  Directive  shall be ·fixed 
once a  year.  The rates to be- 'applied 
··shall  be those  obtaining ·on  the  first 
.  working  day  in  October  With  eff~ 
from' 1  'January of  the; folloWing year,·  · 
Member States may roUn.d the. amounts in 
national ·  · ·currency  resulting  · from 
conversion·  of  the  amOUiltS  .·  in  EcuS 
referred  ·to  ·in  tlie · first  paragraph  in 
accordance· with their oWn  rul~ provided 
thatthe rounding operation doeS not result 
.  in an amount ~  is higher or )()wer than 
·the conversi()n value b.Y more.tll&n S4Yo ..  · 
•,:· 
-~  ·  .. 
.  I 
uncllailged • "/ 
~  . 
· 3.  For the  first time  .at  the  end  of the 
twelfth  month  · following  the  date 
specified in Article 1 (2) and at the end 
.. of each of the ensuing  six  periods of 
twelVe months,  the Commission shall, 
in  accordance  with  :the  procedure 
provided  for in Article  13,  raise  the 
rate  of the tax by one  third · of the 
amount fixed in puagraph l  . 
-4.  ·  Exceptioilally,  ·the  Council,  acting 
· unanimOusly  on  a  proposal  from  the 
Commission, ·may, if so requested and 
on the basis of  information obtained by 
it  in  connection  with  the  Council 
Decision  · for  the  monitoring 
mechanism  of Community  C02  and 
.other greerihouse gas emissiorisl2  and 
additional information provided in this 
r~  authoriSe  on  one  more 
·Member States to suspend temporarily 
the application of the  tax in order to 
take account of  the particular sitUation  . 
in Member States, developments in the 
economic situation, and progress made  · 
in ac;hi~g  the objective of  stabilising 
carbon dioxide emissions.  ·  · 
....... 
12coM(92) '181  fiDaJ of 1.6.1992 
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TITLE  VI  - EXEMPTIONS  AND 
REDUCED RATES· . 
Artide9 
S.  Products subject to the tax referred to 
in Article 1 (1) shall be exempted from 
the tax where they are intended : _ 
becomes  l. ProductS  subject  to  tlie  tax 
shall be exempted from payment of  the tax 
-when- they satisfy. the conditions referred 
to  in  Article  :23  (1).  of  Directive 
92/12/EEC..  .  . 
for  delivery  in  the . · context  of 
diplonuitic or consular re!ations; _ 
deleted 
for  international ·  organisations  deleted 
recognised  as  such  by  ·  the  public 
authorities of the hoSt  Member State 
·and by-_members of  such  organisatio~s, 
within  the  limits  and  under  the 
conditions  . laid  down  by  the 
· international · conventions  establishing 
such. orgariisations or. by  h~quartm 
· agreementS;  ·  ·  ·  ·  \  . . . 
-for the armed forces ()f any State party  deleted 
to the North Atlantic Treaty other tlum 
:the Member State within.. Which the tax 
.is chargeable as weD  as for the armed 
·forces· -referred  to  in  Article  1  of 
Decision· 90/64o$ECJ3; for· the-u8e of 
-- those  forces  or for. the  civilian  st8ff 
-.  ~~panyhlg.th¢1;  ·  ·- ·-··  · · ·  ··  ··  ··  ·· 
for  consumption under ·an  agreement  deleted 
.  concluded  with- thj.rd  countries  ·or 
int~m~tional . organisations  provided 
. that  SUch  an agreement is  ~lo"'ed or 
_-authorised with  regard  tQ · eJ[emPtiC>n  fromVAT;<  .·  J  .. ···-.  • 
-These eXemptions  shall  be subject -to  the  deleted 
conditions and limitations laid dowri by  the 
CQmmission  in  accordance  with  _·the 
procedure  provided  for.  in  ArtiCle  13. 
Eligibility forcexemption maY be granted in 
accordance  with  a  - pro~~rc:l  for 
reimbursing the tax. 
.  .  .  ' .  .  ..  - . - '  .  .  .  .. 
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Article 10  deleted 
In the case of firms  with a  high  energy  becomes  ~- In the case of firms  with  a 
-consumption  that  . are  seriously  high energy ·consumption that are seriously 
disadvantaged· on account of  an increase  disadvantaged on account of  an imbalance 
in imports from third countries which are  in trade. from other Member States, or an 
not specified in  Article  I  (2) and which  increase  in  imports from  third  countries, 
have  not  mtroduced  a  similar  tax  or  Member States may. while complying with 
measures  having  an  equivalent  financial  the  rules  of Community  law  and  the 
unpact,  the .  Commission  may  authorise  Community's  international  commitments. 
Member States,  after notification of the  grant such finns: 
corresponding plans, to grant such firms: 
(i)  a  graduated  reduction  in  the  tax 
payable ·  under  Article  9  or  an 
equivalent  refund  where  the  total 
energy  cost,  inclusive  of all  taxes 
except  VAT,  expressed ·  as  a 
per9entage  of the  value  added  as 
defined  in  Article  2  of  Directive 
67/227/EEC  of  II  April  1967 
generated  in  respett of the  products 
obtained using  the energy taken  into 
account in determining the above cost, 
amounts to at least 8%. 
(ii) A full  and temporary exemption from 
the tax referred to in Article  1 (I) or 
an equivalent refund provided that the 
firms have made substantial· efforts to 
save  energy  or  to  reduce  carbon 
dioxide emissions. 
(i)a graduated reduction in the tax payable 
or an equivalent refund. 
The  Member  States  shall  calculate  the 
bands of  the reduction on the basis of the 
total  energy  cost,  inclusive ·of all- taxes 
except VAT, expressed as a percentage of 
the value added as defined  in  Article 2 of 
Directive 67/227/EEC  of  11. 
April  1967(14}  · 
(ii)A full  and .temporarY- exemption  from 
the  tax . payable  or an  equivalent  refund 
provided  that  the  firms·  . have  made 
substantial  efforts  to  save  energy  or to 
reduce ·  carb~n dioxide  emissions.  The 
.Member  States  shall  notify  the 
.Commission  of  the  commitments  they 
enter into with these firms .  . 
, .  .  ,  The  conditions.  for  granting  the  tax  deleted 
reductions or exemptions referred .to 
at (1) and (2) above shall comply with 
the rules of  Community law and with 
the  Collllriunity's  international 
_.·  '  .  ·.  .  •· .. 
commitm~nts. 
14)  OJ  ·No.  L  71,  14.4.1967,  p.1302 
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Article 11  deleted 
Member  States shall  reduce the amounts  becomes3 ..  Member  States  may  reduce 
of  tax payable or, where appropriate, grant  the  amounts  of tax _payable. or,  where 
equivalent  refunds  to the ·extent of _ne\v  appropriate, .grant  equivalent  refunds  to 
investment expenditure incurred by a firm·  the extent of new· investment expenditure 
during  a  ·.  given  reference  period  in  incurred  by  a  finn  during  the  period . 
impr~Ving  ~he·  efficient use of  energy or in  ·specified  in  Article 8  in  improving  the-
limiting  ·carbon  dioxide  emissions.  The  efficient  use ·of  energy  or  in  limiting 
.  nature  and  proportion  of the  investment  . carbon dioxide emissions. 
expenditure taken into  consideration and  These amounts or equivalent refunds may 
the reference period shall be determined .by  re.present the entire cost of  the investment 
the  Commission  in  accordance  with· ·the  made.  · ·  · 
procedure  provided·  for  in  Article  13. 
Where  the  amount  of such  expenditure 
exceeds the amount of  tax payable or pai(i, . 
a  tax  payable  or paid,  a  tax  credit. .or  a 
corre~ponding ~ntitlement shal~ b~ catried · 
over to subsequent yea;fs. 
Article 12-
Where  the.  amount  of such  expenditure 
exceeds the amount of  tax payable or. paid,  . 
a tax credit or a correspqnding entitlement. 
shall be ca.qied over to. subs~quent years.  · 
deleted 
The  arr~gements · for  .  granting  tax.  deleted 
exemptions,  redu~ons  or-refunds referred 
to in ·Article 10 .  and  ~he arrangem~nts for 
tax.· ~centiv~ referr~ .  to .  iJj . AqiCie  11· 
shall be reviewed every thr~  yearS;  · 
Before expiry  of each  three-year  period, 
and for the first time ·before expiry of the. 
third year of application  of the ~  .  the 
Commission. shall present to· the Council a 
report  on ·the.  operation  of -~e ··system 
-.  aecompm:ll¢.,  where  #lPpropriate,  by .  _a 
propo~:~<?~  !lfflefidi~  thispiie¢~e.  <  · 
deleted·· 
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TITLE VI - COMMTITEE ON  THE  TITLE VH-COMMTITEE 
CARBON DIOXIDE/ENERGY TAX 
Article 13  becomes Article 10 
1  The CommisSion shall be assisted by a·  L 
Committee  on  the  carbon 
DioxideJEnergy  Tax, .  hereinafter 
referred  to as· the  "Committee".  The 
Committee  shall  be . composed  of 
representatives of the Member States 
and  chaired  by  a  Commission 
representative. 
The Commission  shall  be assisted  by 
the Committee laid down in Article 24 
·of the· Directive  92112/EEC  of 25 
. February 1992(1) 
2  Wrthout  prejudice  to  the  ·matters· 
falling  within  the  remit  of  the 
Cornnlittee  provided  for  in  Directive 
92/12/EEC  of 25  February  1992,(1} 
the  measures  necessary  for  the 
application  of the  provisions  of this 
Directive ·  shall.  be  adopted  in 
accordance ·with  the  procedure  laid 
down in paragraphs 3 and 4. 
3  The  Commission  represe~tative shall 
submit to the Committee a draft of  the 
measures to be taken. The Committee 
shall  deliver  its  opinion· on the  draft 
within a time-limit which the Chairman. 
may  lay . down  according  to  the 
urgency of  the matter. It shall take its 
decision by the majority laid down in 
Article  148  (2)  of the  Treaty.  The 
Chairman  and  the  Commission 
representative shall not vote. 
deleted 
becomes  z.  The  representative  of the · 
Conuilission shall submit to the coriimittee 
a draft of  the measures to be taken.  The 
committee shall deliver its opinion on the 
draft  within  a  time-limit  which  the 
chairman may lay down according to the 
urgency of the matter.  The opinion  shall 
be delivered by the majority laid down in 
Article  148  (2}  of the Treaty in  case  of 
decisions which the Council is required to 
adopt on a proposal from the Commission. 
The  votes  of the  representatives  of the 
Member States within the committee shall 
be weighted in the manner set out in that 
Article; The'chainnan shall not  vote  . 
.  <-:--· · ..  ,· 
··._._,.·· 
4  The  · Commission  shall  adopt  the 
intended. measures .  where they .  are in 
acco-rdance  with  the  Committee's 
. opinion. Where the intended measures 
are  · not  iO  accordance·  .  With  the 
Committee's opinion- or in. the absence 
of any  o~inion, the .  Commission shall 
-forthwith  place .  before  the  Council  a· 
· proposal relating to the measures to be 
taken.  The  Council  shall  act  by 
qualified majority.  · 
·  · If, on expiry of a  period of three months 
from  th~ date on which  the  matter  was 
r~ferred to it, the Council has not adopted 
any measures, the Commission shalf adopt 
the proposed m~ures  ... 
28 
becomes 3.  . ' · 
a)  The  Commission  . shall  adopt  the 
meisures  envisaged  if they  are  in  . 
accordance  with  the  opinion of the · 
committee. 
b) If  the  I measures  envisaged  are  not in 
accordance  with  the  opinion  of  the 
committee,  or if no .opinion is  delivered, 
the  Commission  shall, . .without  delay, 
submit to the Council a proposal relating 
to the mea.Sures to be taken.  The Council 
shall act by qualified majority. 
If, on expiry of  a period to be laid down in 
each  act  to  be  adopted  by  the  Council · 
under this paragraph but which may in no 
case exceed three months from the date of 
referral to the Council. the Council has not 
acted.  the  proposed  measures  shall  be · 
iuiopted by the Comrrrlssior1. 
5  In addition to the measures referred to  deleted 
in  paragraph  2,  the  Committee  shall 
·examine  the  matters  raised  by  its· 
Chairman, either on his  own initiative 
:-.: 
or· at the request of the representative 
of  a Member State, and conc::erningthe 
application  of · .·  the  Community · 
provisi9ns · on. the tax  re£erred  to .in 
Article r (1 ).  .  ' . 
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TITLE Vll-MUTUAL ASSISTANCE  TITLE VIll-MUTUAL ASSISTANCE 
Article 14  becomes Article 11 
1  A fifth indent shall be added to Article  1. 
1 (1) of Directive 77/799fEEC15  ,  as 
·last  amended  by  Directive 
92/12/EEC(1}: 
A fifth indent shall be added to Article 
1 (1) of  Directive 77/799/EEC(15), as 
last amended by Directive 92/12/EEC 
(1): 
"-the carbon dioxide/energy tax introduced  "-the carbon dioxi4e/energy tax introduced 
by  Council  Directive  92/  .. ./EEC  by  Council  Directive  95/  .....  IEEC 
. of..J1992".  ot: .. Jl995CI6)u  ·  · 
2  A  fourth  indent  shall  be  added  to  2. 
.. 
Article 3 (f) of  Directive 76/308/EEC17 
as  · last  amended  by  Directive 
92/  ...  IEEC of.  .. 1992 :  . 
A  fourth  indent  shall  be  added  to 
Article  3  (f)  of  Directive 
76/308/EEC(I7)  as  last  amended  by 
Directive  -92/IO~C  of 
14.12.i992(18):  . 
''-the carbon dioxide/energy tax introduced  •-the carbon dioxide/energy tax introduced. 
· by  Council  Directive  9'JLJEEC ·  ·by  Council  Directive_  95/  ....  /EEC 
o£  ... 1992" ..  ·  o£.)~(16)" 
.  :.·  ·  ..  ·  ..  :  .. 
•'r: 1  ',;  ,•,:' 
lS OJ N~. L 336, 27.12.1977, p.1S 
17 OJ No. L 73, 19.3.1976, p.18 · 
( 16)  ~ ••••• 
(18)0J  No.  L 390,  31.12.1992,  p.124 
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TiTLE VDI: FJSCAL NElJTRALITY  ·.~eleted· 
Article 15.  becomes Article 12 
1.  Member States sh:all : 
- notifY  ·  the  Commission,  when 
. introducing  the  tax  referred  to · in. 
Article l  (1): of the steps  they  have 
taken to ensure taX neutrality; · 
inform ·the  Commission each ·year of 
the  conditions  under  .which  ·tax 
neutralitY has been  achieved~ 
2  ·The  measures  taken  by  the Member 
States . to . ensure  tax  neutnility  shall 
comply with Conimumtylaw. 
,._. 
•':  :  .  .'· 
.  :  ..  '.·  .·· 
•.• i' 
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o··· 
··.·: 
:  r·- .. 
Not  later  than · 3  1 December 1998.  the · 
COmmission  shall  present to the Council 
and  to  Parliament  a  RJ)Ort  on . the : 
implementation  of this  Directive  by the._ 
Member States and on the effectiveness of 
the measures·iaken bY the Community and 
the Member States to attain the· objectives 
set by the CounCil with remect to· carbon 
dioxide - ·emissions. ·  accompanied  by 
aru>rOpriate pro.posals on the rules for the · 
application of harmonised rates of tax on 
carbon  dioxide  · and  . energy.  The 
Commission  proposals  shaH  in  particular .. 
take account of  the  ·need to ·safeguard the . 
competitiveness of Community  industries 
and ensure that the tax does not reflect an. 
increase in.the over811 tax burden~  Before 
l  Januruy 2000.  the .  Council..  acting 
unanimously  on . a  .  proposal  from . the 
Commission.  shall ..  after  examining .  the 
Con1mission  re.port  and  consulting  the 
·European· Parliament. adopt the measures 
necessaty  for  .·  the · · intrOduction  · of 
harmonisect Cates of  tax in the Community  .. 
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TITLE IX-FINAL PROVISIONS  unchanged 
Article 16  becomes Article 13 
. 1  Member States shall  bring  into  force  1.  Member States shall bi:ing  into  force 
the  · laws,  regulations  and  the  laws,  regulations  and  administrative 
administrative provisions necessary to  provisions necessary to comply with this 
comply  with  this  Directive  on  1  Directive on 1 Janumy 1996. 
Januar}' 1993. 
When  Member  States  adopt  them,  such  unchanged 
measures shall contain a reference to this 
Directive or shall be accompanied by such 
reference on the occasion of their official 
publication. The arrangements for making 
such  a  reference  shall  be  laid  down  by 
, Member States. 
2  Member  · States  shall  inform  the  unchanged 
Commission of  the main provisions of 
national  law  which  they  adopt  to 
comply with this Directive.  · 
Article 17  becomes Article 14. 
This Directive is addressc;d to the Member  unchanged 
· States. 
DoneatB~s, 
For  theCpun~ 
The President 
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